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This paper will present OT, an unique project in the context of the Jewish history and urban 

Jewish heritage of Vienna. Ot is the Hebrew word for symbol and stands in early Judaism also 

for the relation between G-d and the people. In remembrance of the 80th anniversary of the 

destruction of the Viennese synagogues during the November pogrom in 1938, 25 former 

locations of synagogues all over Vienna’s cityscape will be highlighted with permanent light 

sculptures. The project is a cooperation between the internationally acclaimed artist Brigitte 

Kowanz’s Transmedia Masterclass at the University of Applied Arts in Vienna and the Jewish 

Museum Vienna. OT is mainly funded by the Austrian government as a special project in the 

republic’s memorial year 2018. Starting point of the project was the Jewish Museum Vienna’s 

exhibition “Viennese Synagogues: A memory” in 2016 which presented virtual reconstructions 

of Vienna’s destroyed synagogues. Through this exhibition the idea was born that the 

destroyed synagogues should be made permanently visible in the city through installing 

memorial signs in front of the former addresses. To this day nearly nothing in the cityscape 

reminds of the destroyed synagogues, no memorial plaques can be found on the apartment 

or commercial buildings taking up the former addresses. In 2017 students of Brigitte Kowanz 

designed projects for OT and a jury finally chose the project Sternstele (star stele) by the 

young Austrian artist Lukas Kaufmann as the winner. Kaufmann designed a metal pylon of 5 

meter height that carries an interwoven Magen David constructed out of LED light. Only by 

his or her movement the passer-by will recognize this sculpture of light as a Jewish symbol, 

thus remembrance becomes an active act. By passing the 25 locations spread out in the 

whole city over the years, the people of Vienna will gradually experience this new topography 

of remembrance. 
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